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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in 

from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending 

this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If 

you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we 

will get your problem addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the 

problems/solutions involved. 

 

Update 2.1.1.7 is Available for Downloading 

The updated version 2.1.1.7 was posted last week and is now available for download. The 

update included the latest approved records list and also solve some glitches in the 

posting of scores to the Live Web Scoreboard when the scorer had edited the scores after 

the original posting of the scores. 

 

Live Web Scoreboard Work Around When Editing Or Deleting Scores 
We tested this at the Sunset Cup over the weekend and found that if the scorer had scored 

the wrong skier or edited the score of the skier, the posting of the correction or deletion of 

the scores on the Live Web Scoreboard could be incorrect, removing the scoring detail, 

but leaving the posted score for the skier. 

 

This is one of those gremlin type things that happen with program coding from time to 

time and there still could be problems. Dave has discovered that there appears to be a 

millisecond lag in the automatic saving of the file and transmitting of the data to the Live 

Web Scoreboard. Sometimes this happens backwards to the intended procedure. 

 

The following manual overrides DO NOT APPLY unless you have edited or deleted the 

scores for the affected skier. A normally scored skier will post correctly. 

 

For now we are recommending that in tricks you should use the "Calc Score" button at 

the end of the trick pass editing a scored pass or after deleting all tricks.   

 

In jump and slalom, if you edit a scored pass or after deleting all passes you should use 

the “Skier Done” button. 

 

That should ensure that the save and transmit works properly, in the correct sequence,  

with the manual override.   
 

Enjoy your weekend and have fun! 

 

 

 

 


